Homemade Bubble Recipe
What You Need:
•
•
•
•

Liquid dish soap (Joy or Dawn brands work best)
Water
Clean container with lid
Glycerin or light corn syrup

What You Do:
1. Measure 6 cups of water into one container, then pour 1 cup of dish soap into the
water and slowly stir. Try not to let bubbles form while you stir.
2. Measure 1 tablespoon of glycerin or 1/4 cup of corn syrup and add it to the container.
Stir the ingredients.
3. You can use the solution right away, but you will make better bubbles if your solution
sits overnight. (Note: If you used "Ultra" dish soap, then double the
amount of glycerin or corn syrup.)
4. Dip a bubble wand* or straw into the mixture, slowly pull it out, wait a
few seconds, and then blow. How big of a bubble can you make? How
many bubbles can you make in one breath?

*You can make your own bubble wand
with a pipe cleaner or rubber band several
straws together to make a bubble shooter.

Source: https://www.homesciencetools.com/article/how-to-make-super-bubbles-science-project/

Bubbles in American Sign Language (ASL):

Bubble Songs and Rhymes:
I Love Bubbles
(Tune: Frère Jacques / Are you sleeping?)
I love bubbles,
One hand over heart
I love bubbles.
Two hands over heart
Yes, I do.
Nod
Yes, I do.
I love to catch them, Motion of catching
I love to pop them. Clap
How ‘bout you?
Point to child
How ‘bout you?
Bubble, Bubble
(Tune: Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear)
Bubble, bubble,

Turn around.
Bubble, bubble,
Land on the ground.
Bubble, bubble,
Float up high.
Bubble, bubble,
Float toward the sky.

10 Little Bubbles
1 little, 2 little, 3 little bubbles,
4 little, 5 little, 6 little bubbles,
7 little, 8 little, 9 little bubbles,
10 little bubbles go… Pop! Pop! Pop!
Clap on each “Pop!”
(Second verse – countdown 10 to 1)

My Bubble Flew Over the Ocean
(Tune: My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean)

My bubble flew over the ocean,
My bubble flew over the sea,
My bubble flew over the rainbow,
Oh, come back, my bubble to me!
Come back, Come back,
Oh, come back my bubble, to me, to me!
Come back, Come back,
Oh, come back my bubble to me!

Bubble, bubble,

Float down low.
Bubble, bubble,
Land on my toe.
Bubble, bubble,
Stop, stop, stop.
Bubble, bubble,
Now go POP!

Goodbye Bubbles
(Tune: Tune: Frère Jacques / Are you sleeping?)

Goodbye bubbles.
Wave goodbye
Goodbye bubbles.
Time to go, time to go.
I will help you, I will help you.
With a blow, with a blow.
Mime blowing bubbles

Bubblies in the Air
There are bubbles in the air, in the air, (2x)
There are bubbles in the air, there are bubbles everywhere,
There are bubbles in the air, in the air!
There are bubbles way up high, way up high, (2x)
There are bubbles way up high, way up high in the sky,
There are bubble way up high, way up high!
There are bubbles way down low, way down low, (2x)
There are bubbles way down low, and they tickle on your toes,
There are bubbles way down low, way down low!

